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In an intelligent woman, and in all our meetings she has appeared mature and attentive. She has been prompt and reliable in her meetings. She discusses her problems calmly and accepts instruction and criticism without argument. She has responded well to instructions and has worked hard in trying to improve her reporting. She appears to be well adjusted to her environment which is most extremely trying at times.

In discussions concerning the Communist and leftist movements, she admitted that at one time she was influenced by their ideology, but as she had grown older and had observed more of their activities and personalities, she had lost all respect for them. She said that she had been fooled by Fidel Castro in his early days and had thought he would be good for Cuba, but as events have developed she has seen how mistaken she had been originally. She also commented that in long talks with LINLICK, he had opened her eyes to the fallacy of the Communist ideology. In all of these conversations she has appeared sincere in her statements. Her liaison with LINLICK appears to be based on deep affection for him and not on prosaic curiosity. The case officer has the impression that if there was not a present Mrs. LINLICK she would become legally his wife. This is a problem that may have to be faced in the future.

LINCOOK-2 doesn't present any personnel problem. While his niche is a small one and his access is limited, his assignments are carried out conscientiously.

5. Problems

There are no unusual problems presented by this project.
LICOOKY-2 admitted the access to her communist contacts here had been hurt as a result of her known association with LINLICK at the time she publicly broke with the party. As an example of this, Miguel Terella told her that Gutierrez had referred to LINLICK and LICOOKY-1 as "enemies" of the party and that he had been reprimanded for seeing LINLICK when he first arrived in town. He had been forbidden to see either one of them.

6. Effectiveness

LICOOKY-1's target studies and suggestions on possible recruitment approaches have been helpful. While her reporting for the past month has not produced any Information Reports, it has kept the station aware of the activities in her particular area of access. If she is successful in performing her tasks as outlined in the paragraph under "Production" above, such information will be useful to the station. LICOOKY-2's effectiveness is limited to his narrow target, but such travel information that he does provide does serve a useful purpose.

7. Plans

It is planned to continue the present direction and guidance given to LICOOKY-1 in an effort to increase the quantity and quality of her production.

The same attention will be given to LICOOKY-2.
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1. ALTHOUGH LICOXY-1 SOURCE OF REF C AND D, LIMLUCK CONTACT TO MIGUEL ANGEL TORALLA BUESOS HAS BEEN MUCH CLOSER. SINCE REF S TORALLA HAS CONFIDEI FOLLOWING TO LIMLUCK:

A. RICARDO RAMIREZ DE LEON IS REAL LEADER OF FAR AND PERSONALLY PARTICIPATED IN ASSASSINATION OF COL. OLIVA AND SON RAMIREZ
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By WH 716
ALLEGEDLY ORDERED MURDER OF COL. VIDIMA AND JUST ESCAPED WITH HIS LIFE (SEE REF A). R ALSO ORDERED BURNING AID GARAGE IN WHICH TORALLA PARTICIPATE.

B. GUAT WOMAN NAMED JUANITA LARIOS MOVES BACK AND FORTH FREELY BETWEEN MEXICO AND GUAT AS COURIER TO YOY SOSA FROM VICTOR MANUEL GUTIERREZ, OF WHOM SHE AND HUSBAND RAFAEL ARE INTIMATE FRIENDS. RAFAEL IS SPANISH REPUBLICAN AND FORMER CHAUFFEUR FOR PRESIDENCY DURING ARBENZ REGIME. EXILED MEXI IN 1954. LICOOKY-I HAS IDENTIFIED "JUANITA" LARIOS GUTIERREZ AS CUIHUI BETWEEN VICTOR MANUEL GUTIERREZ AND DR. RAUL OSEGUIEDA. L-I SOURCE IS OSEGUIEDA WHO CONFIRMED JUANITA COURIER ROLE AND SAID HER LAST TRIP TO GUAT WAS EARLY FEB.

2. DURING FIRST THREE DAYS IN MEXI, LILUCK ASKED LICOOKY PUT TORALLA UP AT HER APART. THEREAFTER TORALLA MOVED IN WITH ADEL Cuenca Martinez.

3. A MARCH TORALLA CONSIDERED FOLLOWING TO LICOOKY (LILUCK ABSENT IN FRANCE OWING SERIOUS ACCIDENT TO SON):

A. T HAS HAD THREE MEETINGS WITH VICTOR MANUEL GUTIERREZ WHO GAVE HIM MONEY TO PAY BOARD AT CuencaS, AND ASSURED HIM PG1 CAN GET HIM WORKING PAPERS HERE THRU GOVERNACION.

B. G TOLD T HAD RECEIVED FINE REPORT FROM PG1 AND T SO WOULD
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